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Bali tourism has drawn a lot of attention from the touring people around the world. They have made
it quite popular over the years and hence contributed in making it more accommodating to tourists in
recent years as the travel industry got a boom. With Hindu crowd and influence from neighboring
Muslim island Java Bali presents an amalgamation of the two. Attraction that tops the list of Bali
tourism is the dramatic picturesque sceneries of the place that could not be compared. Beautiful
natural landscape that includes hillside volcanoes, coastal lines and beaches make it quite a place
to tour for people handy with Camera along with surfers and divers. Newlywed couple can also have
great time while they enjoy their honeymoon in Bali. Places with fresh air and relaxing spots can
rejuvenate the most tired soul on earth, so it the tranquility of the place. All is in one.

The sunrise can be viewed easily around Sanur Beach Area that at a distance of half an hour from
the international airport of Ngurah Rai. Kuta beach area makes a popular tourist spot due to the
beauty of setting Sun in the sea. This place is located in the heart of Denpasar City, which is half an
hour from the same airport. Due to this, these two places are highlighted in Bali tourism, but not
leaving others behind. Credit goes to these places, as Honeymoon in Bali has become a trend.
Culture has witnessed the entrance of Hinduism and influence of neighboring Java that is Muslim
populated. This is why, one could easily get entranced by this mixing as represented by the various
form of arts here. People on vacations or honeymoon in Bali thoroughly enjoy there time here. Now,
Tanah Ampo near Candidasa has been transformed in to a world-class tourist harbor meant for
cruising. Spending good time in Bali comes naturally.

Couples can enjoy by having insights of culture, tradition and religion of this island of Gods by
planning to honeymoon in Bali. Not a bad idea in the least. Barong, Calonarang, Kecak, Legong
Keraton and few more are among the best traditional dances performed by locals. The number of
temples that are included on the list of Bali tourism to be viewed could easily amaze one, but they
are more popular for the festivals (odalan). Galungan, pitra yadnya (funerals) and Nyepi (Hindu new
year also called the day of absolute silence) are very vibrant and colorful rituals and time. Start
Packing to get the feel.
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a Bali Tourism - Get discounted deals available on Bali Travel Packages at MakeMyTrip. Enjoy Bali
Travels, vacation Travels Bali, Bali Tourism at lowest prices. Also check our other theme destination
packages.
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